Anatomy & Physiology Summer Homework

Class texts: Hole’s Anatomy 16th ed & Kapit Anatomy Coloring Book 4th ed
Students should also purchase a set of 24 (or more) colored pencils

Join Google Classroom for next year’s Anatomy class: hcvku25

Part 1:

Read Hole’s Ch 1: Intro to Human Anatomy & Physiology
Read Hole’s Ch 2: Chemical Basis of Life
Complete the worksheet “Macromolecule Pogil” (see GC)
Be prepared for an exam on this material during the second week of school

Part 2:

Read the introduction to the Kapit coloring book very carefully. Note the specific codes the book uses for when you should color something gray, or black, or when to not color it.

Complete pages 1-5 of the Kapit book
Learn the positional terms for anatomy